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Abstract
A robust and fast solver for the fractional differential equation (FDEs) involv-
ing the Riesz fractional derivative is developed using an adaptive finite element
method on non-uniform meshes. It is based on the utilization of hierarchical ma-
trices (H-Matrices) for the representation of the stiffness matrix resulting from
the finite element discretization of the FDEs. We employ a geometric multigrid
method for the solution of the algebraic system of equations. We combine it
with an adaptive algorithm based on a posteriori error estimation to deal with
general-type singularities arising in the solution of the FDEs. Through various
test examples we demonstrate the efficiency of the method and the high-accuracy
of the numerical solution even in the presence of singularities. The proposed
technique has been verified effectively through fundamental examples including
Riesz, Left/Right Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative and, furthermore, it
can be readily extended to more general fractional differential equations with
different boundary conditions and low-order terms. To the best of our knowl-
edge, there are currently no other methods for FDEs that resolve singularities
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accurately at linear complexity as the one we propose here.
Keywords: Riesz fractional derivative, Hierarchical Matrices, geometric
multigrid method, adaptivity, non-smooth solutions, finite element method
1. Introduction
Numerical methods for differential equations involving fractional derivatives
either in time or space have been studied widely since they have various new
scientific applications [29, 31, 34, 35, 5, 32, 28]. However, as the size of the
problem increases, the time required to solve the final system of equations in-
creases considerably due to the nonlocality of the fractional differential operators
[43, 23, 10, 11, 30, 9, 4, 36, 37, 40, 26]. Generally, there are two main difficulties
in solving space fractional problems. First, the discretization matrix obtained
by the utilization of the numerical methods is fully populated. This leads to in-
creased storage memory requirements as well as increased solution time. Since
the matrix is dense, the memory required to store its coefficients is of order
O(N2), where N denotes the number of unknowns, and the solution of the sys-
tem requires O(N3) operations if direct solvers are used. Second, the solution
of a space fractional problem has singularities around the boundaries even with
smooth input data since the definition involves the integration of weak singular
kernels.
So far good progress has been made on reducing the computational com-
plexity of the space FDEs for uniform mesh discretizations based on the obser-
vation that the coefficient matrices are Toeplitz-like if a uniform mesh is em-
ployed. This results in efficient matrix-vector multiplications [20, 27, 41, 38, 16],
which in conjunction with effective preconditioners lead to enhanced efficiency
[19, 39, 15, 22, 25]. The multigrid method [27, 47, 7, 18] has also been em-
ployed to reduce the computational cost to O(N log(N)). However, to the best
of our knowledge, most of the existing fast solvers depend on the Toeplitz-like
structure of the matrices, which implies that the underlying meshes have to
be uniform. Therefore, the existing efficient solvers cannot be readily applied
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when a nonuniform mesh is used, including the important case of non-uniform
(geometric) meshes generated by adaptive discretizations employed to deal with
boundary singularities. Another effective approach in dealing with such singu-
larities is by tuning the appropriate basis, e.g.. in Galerkin and collocation
spectral methods. For example, the weighted Jacobi polynomials can be used
to accommodate the weak singularity if one has some information about the
solution [44, 45, 8, 46]; the proper choice of the basis results in significant im-
provement in the accuracy of numerical solutions. However, in the current work
we assume that we do not have any information on the non-smoothness of the
solution.
Some authors considered the multi-term space fractional differential equa-
tions and the factional initial value problem involving Rieman-Liouville frac-
tional derivatives [8, 17, 44], and discussed the singular property of the solu-
tions. As a general example, we consider the factional initial value problem of
order 1 < α < 2 involving the Riesz fractional derivative
Dαxu(x) = f(x), x ∈ (b, c), (1)
where f ∈ L2([b, c])
H-Matrices [13, 21] have been developed over the last twenty years as a
powerful data-sparse approximation of dense matrices. This representation has
been used for solving integral equations and elliptic partial differential equa-
tions [1, 3, 14, 33]. The main advantage of H-Matrices is the reduction of
storage requirement, e.g. when storing a dense matrix, which requires O(N2)
units of storage, while H-Matrices provide an approximation requiring only
O(Nk log(N)) units of storage, where k is a parameter controlling the accuracy
of the approximation.
In this work, instead of using the Topelitz-like structure of the matrices
to reduce the computational complexity, we adapt the H-Matrices representa-
tion to approximate the dense matrices arising from the discretization of the
FDEs. Our H-Matrices approach does not restrict to the uniform meshes and
can be easily generalized to the non-uniform meshes Therefore, it is suitable
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for the adaptive finite element method (AFEM) for FDEs. We will show the-
oretically that the error of such H-Matrices representation decays like O(3−k)
while the storage complexity is O(Nk log(N)). Moreover, in order to solve the
linear system involving H-Matrices efficiently, we develop a geometric multi-
grid (GMG) method based on the H-Matrices representations and the resulting
GMG method converges uniformly, which implies that the overall computational
complexity for solving the linear system is O(Nk log(N)). Since our H-Matrices
and GMG methods can be applied to non-uniform meshes, we also designed an
adaptive finite element method (AFEM) for solving the FDEs. Similar to the
standard AFEM for integer-order partial differential equations, our AFEM al-
gorithm involves four main modules: SOLVE, ESTIMATE, MARK, and REFINE. Here,
the H-Matrices approach and GMG method are used in the SOLVE module to re-
duce the computational cost. An a posteriori error estimator based on gradient
recovery approach is applied in the ESTIMATE module. Standard Do¨flers mark-
ing strategy and bisection refinement are employed in the MARK and REFINE,
respectively. Thanks to the newly designed algorithm for solving the linear sys-
tem of equations, the new AFEM for FDEs achieves the optimal computational
complexity, while it also obtains the optimal convergence order. The key to
such AFEM algorithm for FDEs is the optimal linear solver we developed based
on H-Matrices representation and the GMG method.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we in-
troduce the FDE considered in this work. Its finite element discretization and
H-Matrices representation are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, we intro-
duce the GMG method based on the H-Matrices representation. The overall
AFEM algorithm is discussed in detail in Section 5, and numerical experiments
are presented in Section 6 to demonstrate the high efficiency and accuracy of
the proposed new method.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, we present some notations and lemmas which will be used in
the following sections.
Definition 2.1. The fractional integral of order α, which is a complex number
in the half-plane Re(α) > 0, for the function f(x) is defined as
(bIαxf)(x) =
1
Γ(α)
∫ x
b
f(s)
(x− s)1−α ds, x > b.
Definition 2.2. The Caputo fractional derivative of order α ∈ (1, 2) for the
function f(x) is defined as
(CbDαxf)(x) = bI2−αx
[
d2
dx2
f(x)
]
=
1
Γ(2− α)
∫ x
b
f ′′(s)
(x− s)α−1 ds, x > b.
Definition 2.3. The Left Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order α ∈
(1, 2) for the function f(x) is defined as
(RLbDαxf)(x) =
d2
dx2
[
(bI2−αx f)(x)
]
=
1
Γ(2− α)
d2
dx2
∫ x
b
f(s)
(x− s)α−1 ds, x > b.
Definition 2.4. The Right Riemann-Liouville fractional derivative of order
α ∈ (1, 2) for the function f(x) is defined as
(RLxDαc f)(x) =
1
Γ(1− α)
(
− d
2
dx2
)∫ c
x
f(s)
(s− x)α−1 ds, x < c.
Definition 2.5. [32] The Riesz fractional derivative of order α ∈ (1, 2) for the
function f(x) is defined as
Dαxf(x) = −
1
2 cos(αpi/2)Γ(2− α)
d2
dx2
∫ c
b
|x− ξ|1−αf(ξ) dξ
= − 1
2 cos(αpi/2)
[
RL
bDαxf(x) + RLxDαc f(x)
]
.
3. Discretization of the problem based on H-Matrices representation
We consider the general model Eq. (1) subject to the boundary conditions
u(b) = 0, u(c) = 0. Following the Galerkin approach, we solve equation (1)
projected onto the finite dimensional space V := span{ϕ1, · · · , ϕN} and V ⊂
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H10 ([b, c]), where H
1
0 ([b, c]) is the standard Sobolev space on [b, c] and {ϕi} are
standard piecewise linear basis functions defined on a mesh b = x0 < x1 < · · · <
xN < xN+1 = c with meshsize hi = xi+1 − xi, i = 1, 2, · · · , N . We multiply
v ∈ V by (1) and integrate over [b, c],∫ c
b
Dαxu(x)ϕi(x) dx =
∫ c
b
f(x)ϕi(x) dx. (2)
By integration by parts, we obtain the following weak formulation of (1): find
u(x) ∈ V, such that∫ c
b
[
1
2c(α)
d
dx
∫ c
b
|x− ξ|1−αu(ξ) dξ
]
v′(x) dx =
∫ c
b
f(x)v(x) dx, ∀v ∈ V
where c(α) = cos(αpi/2)Γ(2− α).
We rewrite the discrete solution un =
∑N
j=1 ujϕj ∈ V and then the coeffi-
cient vector u = (u1, u2, · · · , uN ) is the solution of the linear system
Au = f ,
where
Aij :=
∫ c
b
[
1
2 cos(αpi/2)Γ(2− α)
d
dx
∫ c
b
|x− ξ|1−αϕj(ξ) dξ
]
ϕ′i(x) dx, (3)
and
fi :=
∫ c
b
ϕi(x)f(x) dx. (4)
The matrix A is dense as all entries are nonzero. Our aim is to approximate
A by a matrix A˜ which can be stored in a data-sparse (not necessarily sparse)
format. The idea is to replace the kernel S(x, ξ) = |x − ξ|1−α by a degenerate
kernel
S˜(x, ξ) =
k−1∑
ν=0
pν(x)qν(ξ). (5)
3.1. Taylor Expansion of the Kernel
Let τ := [a′, b′], σ := [c′, d′], τ × σ ⊂ [c, d] × [c, d] be a subdomain with the
property b′ < c′ such that the intervals are disjoint: τ ∩ σ = ∅. Then the kernel
function is nonsingular in τ × σ.
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Lemma 3.1 (Derivative of left/right kernel).
∂νx
[
(x− ξ)1−α] = (−1)ν ν∏
l=1
(α+ l − 2)(x− ξ)1−α−ν ,
∂νx
[
(ξ − x)1−α] = ν∏
l=1
(α+ l − 2)(ξ − x)1−α−ν .
Then we can use the truncated Talyor series at x0 := (a
′ + b′)/2 to ap-
proximate the kernel and eventually obtain an approximation of the stiffness
matrix.
S˜(x, ξ) :=
k−1∑
ν=0
1
ν!
[
ν∏
l=1
(α+ l − 2)(ξ − x0)1−α−ν
]
(x− x0)ν (6)
:=
k−1∑
ν=0
pν(x)qν(ξ), (7)
where
pν(x) = (x− x0)ν , (8)
qν(ξ) =
1
ν!
ν∏
l=1
(α+ l − 2)(ξ − x0)1−α−ν . (9)
3.2. Low rank approximation of Matrix Blocks
On certain subdomains (the condition will be made explicitly later), we can
approximate the kernel S by the truncated Taylor series S˜ from (6) and replace
the matrix entries Aij by the use of the degenerate kernel S˜(x, ξ) for the indices
(i, j) ∈ t× s :
A˜ij =
∫ c
b
[
1
2 cos(αpi/2)Γ(2− α)
d
dx
∫ c
b
S˜(x, ξ)ϕj(ξ) dξ
]
ϕ′i(x) dx, (10)
in which the double integral is separated into two single integrals:
A˜ij =
∫ c
b
[
1
2 cos(αpi/2)Γ(2− α)
d
dx
∫ c
b
k−1∑
ν=0
pν(x)qν(ξ)ϕj(ξ) dξ
]
ϕ′i(x) dx (11)
=
1
2 cos(αpi/2)Γ(2− α)
k−1∑
ν=0
[∫ c
b
p′ν(x)ϕ
′
i(x) dx
] [∫ c
b
qν(ξ)ϕj(ξ) dξ
]
(12)
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Thus, the submatrix A|t×s can be represented in a factorized form
A|t×s = 1
2 cos(αpi/2)Γ(2− α)CR
T , C ∈ Rt×{0,··· ,k−1}, R ∈ Rs×{0,··· ,k−1}
where the entries of the matrix factors C and R are
Ciν :=
∫ c
b
p′ν(x)ϕ
′
i(x) dx, Rjν :=
∫ c
b
qν(ξ)ϕj(ξ) dξ. (13)
3.3. H-Matrix Representation Error Estimate
Now we estimate the error of the H-Matrix representation. Here we consider
the case b′ < c′(i < j) and the case d′ < a′(i > j) follows exactly the same
procedure. We first need to rewrite Ciν and Rjν using Taylor expansions. For
b′ < c′(i < j), using the following Taylor expansions with hi the length of the
element (xi, xi+1), we have
(xi−1 − x0)ν = (xi − x0)ν + ν(xi − x0)ν−1(−hi)
+
ν(ν − 1)
2!
(ξi − x0)ν−2(−hi)2, ξi ∈ [xi−1, xi],
(xi+1 − x0)ν = (xi − x0)ν + ν(xi − x0)ν−1(hi+1)
+
ν(ν − 1)
2!
(ξi+1 − x0)ν−2(hi+1)2, ξi+1 ∈ [xi, xi+1],
we have, for ν ≥ 2,
Ciν = −ν(ν − 1)
2!
[
(ξi − x0)ν−2hi + (ξi+1 − x0)ν−2hi+1
]
. (14)
Similarly, using the following Taylor expansions
(xj−1 − x0)3−α−ν = (xj − x0)3−α−ν + (3− α− ν)(xj − x0)2−α−ν(−hj)
+
(3− α− ν)(2− α− ν)
2!
(ξj − x0)1−α−ν(−hj)2, ξj ∈ [xj−1, xj ],
(xj+1 − x0)3−α−ν = (xj − x0)3−α−ν + (3− α− ν)(xj − x0)2−α−ν(hj+1)
+
(3− α− ν)(2− α− ν)
2!
(ξj+1 − x0)1−α−ν(hj+1)2, ξj+1 ∈ [xj−1, xj ],
we have,
Rjν =
1
2!ν!
Πνl=1(α+ l − 2)
[
(ξj − x0)1−α−νhj + (ξj+1 − x0)1−α−νhj+1
]
. (15)
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Based on (14) and (15), we can analyze the element-wise error in the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.2 (Element-wise Approximation Error). Let τ := [a′, b′], σ :=
[c′, d′], b′ < c′, x0 = (a′ + b′)/2, and k ≥ 2, we have
|Aij − A˜ij |
≤ 1
8c(α)
k(k − 1)(hi + hi+1)(hj + hj+1)
(|x0 − a′|+ |c′ − b′|)α−1 |x0 − a′|2
[
diam(τ) + 2dist(τ, σ)
2dist(τ, σ)
]3 [
1 + 2
dist(τ, σ)
diam(τ)
]−k
.
(16)
where diam(τ) is the diameter of τ and dist(τ, σ) is the distance between the
intervals τ and σ. If dist(τ,σ)diam(τ) ≥ 1, we have
|Aij − A˜ij | ≤ 27
64
1
c(α)
k(k − 1)(hi + hi+1)(hj + hj+1)
(|x0 − a′|+ |c′ − b′|)α−1 |x0 − a′|2
(3)
−k
. (17)
Proof. Let us consider the case b′ < c′(i < j), according to (14) and (15), for
ν ≥ 2, we have
|Ciν | ≤ ν(ν − 1)
2
(hi + hi+1)|x0 − a′|ν−2,
|Rjν | ≤ 1
2ν!
[Πνl=1(α+ l − 2)] (hj + hj+1)
(
1
|x0 − a′|+ |c′ − b′|
)ν+α−1
.
Denote r := |x0−a
′|
|x0−a′|+|c′−b′| < 1 and use the fact that
Πνl=1(α+l−2)
ν! ≤ 1, we have
|CiνRjν | ≤ 1
4
(hi + hi+1)(hj + hj+1)
(|x0 − a′|+ |c′ − b′|)α+1
[
ν(ν − 1)rν−2] .
Therefore, for k ≥ 2
|Aij − A˜ij | ≤ 1
2c(α)
|
∞∑
ν=k
CiνRjν | ≤ 1
2c(α)
∞∑
ν=k
|CiνRjν |
≤ 1
8c(α)
(hi + hi+1)(hj + hj+1)
(|x0 − a′|+ |c′ − b′|)α+1
[ ∞∑
ν=k
ν(ν − 1)rν−2
]
=
1
8c(α)
(hi + hi+1)(hj + hj+1)
(|x0 − a′|+ |c′ − b′|)α+1
(k − 1)(k − 2)r2 − 2k(k − 2)r + k(k − 1)
(1− r)3 r
k−2
≤ 1
8c(α)
(hi + hi+1)(hj + hj+1)
(|x0 − a′|+ |c′ − b′|)α+1
k(k − 1)
(1− r)3 r
k−2
=
1
8c(α)
(hi + hi+1)(hj + hj+1)
(|x0 − a′|+ |c′ − b′|)α−1 |x0 − a′|2
k(k − 1)
(1− r)3 r
k
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Note that r = diam(τ)diam(τ)+2dist(τ,σ) and k ≥ 2, we have
|Aij − A˜ij |
≤ 1
8c(α)
k(k − 1)(hi + hi+1)(hj + hj+1)
(|x0 − a′|+ |c′ − b′|)α−1 |x0 − a′|2
[
diam(τ) + 2dist(τ, σ)
2dist(τ, σ)
]3 [
1 + 2
dist(τ, σ)
diam(τ)
]−k
,
which gives (16).
If dist(τ,σ)diam(τ) ≥ 1, we have diam(τ)+2dist(τ,σ)2dist(τ,σ) ≤ 32 , 1 + 2dist(τ,σ)diam(τ) ≥ 3, and then
|Aij − A˜ij | ≤ 27
64
1
c(α)
k(k − 1)(hi + hi+1)(hj + hj+1)
(|x0 − a′|+ |c′ − b′|)α−1 |x0 − a′|2
(3)
−k
,
which completes the proof.
In the error estimate (16), we can see that the dominating term is
[
1 + 2dist(τ,σ)diam(τ)
]−k
,
which determines the decaying rate and, thus, the quality of the approximation.
If dist(τ, σ) → 0, the approximation will degenerate. However, if we require
diam(τ) ≤ dist(τ, σ) as in the Theorem 3.2, we can have a nearly uniform
bound
|Aij − A˜ij | = O(3−k),
where c depends on the intervals and α weakly since it is dominated by 3−k.
Moreover, the element-wise error mainly depends on the ratio dist(τ,σ)diam(τ) if we
assume diam(τ) ≤ dist(τ, σ), and the bigger the ratio the better the approx-
imation. This is equivalent to stating that the bigger the distance dist(τ, σ)
compared to diam(τ) is, the faster the approximation error decays. Therefore,
we call τ × σ admissible if diam(τ) ≤ dist(τ, σ), and this is the condition that
is required to be able to use low rank approximation on the subdomains. The
error decays exponentially with respect to the order k. Figure 1 shows how the
error decays with respect to k when we vary the ratio or α; we can see clearly
that the error depends strongly on the ratio rather than α, which supports our
error estimates.
4. Geometric Multigrid Method based on H-Matrices
In this section, we discuss how we solve the linear system of equations in
the H-Matrix format. Although many existing fast linear solvers based on the
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Figure 1: Error in the Frobenius norm (‖A − A˜‖F , where ‖M‖F :=
√∑
i,j |Mij |2) mainly
depends on the ratio rather than on α. Left: ration :=
dist(τ,σ)
diam(τ)
with diam(τ) the diameter of
the interval τ and dist(τ, σ) the distance between the intervals τ and σ; Right: α ∈ (1, 2) is
the order of the fractional derivative.
H-Matrix format can be applied directly, for example, Hierarchical inversion
and H-Matrix LU decomposition (see, e.g. [2]), we will design the geometric
multigrid (GMG) method based on the H-matrix format and use GMG method
to solve the linear system. The reason is the following. Firstly, since we are
solving discrete systems resulting from differential equations, the GMG method
is known to be one of the optimal methods and suitable for large-scale problems.
In [18], GMG methods have been introduced to FDEs discretized on uniform
grids. Therefore, it is natural to take advantage of theH-matrices and generalize
GMG methods for FDEs in higher dimensions discretized on non-uniform grids.
Secondly, our ultimate goal is to design adaptive finite element methods for
solving FDEs, therefore, hierarchical grids are available due to the adaptive
refinement procedure (which will be made clear in Section 5); hence, we can use
those nested unstructured grids and design GMG methods accordingly. Next,
we will present the GMG algorithms.
As usual, the multigrid method is built upon the subspaces that are defined
on nested sequences of triangulations. We assume that we start with an initial
grid T0 and a nested sequence of grids {T`}J`=0, where T` is obtained by certain
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refinement procedure of T`−1 for ` > 0, i.e.,
T0 ≤ T1 ≤ · · · ≤ TJ = T .
Let V` denote the corresponding linear finite element space based on T`. We
thus get a sequence of multilevel spaces
V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ VJ = V.
Note that, a natural space decomposition of V is V = ∑J`=0 V` and this is not a
direct sum. Based on these finite element spaces, we have the following linear
system of equations on each level:
A`u` = f`, ` = 0, 1, · · · , J. (18)
Correspondingly, we also have their H-Matrix approximation on each level
A˜`u˜` = f`, ` = 0, 1, · · · , J, (19)
where A˜` is the H-Matrix representation of A as defined entry-wise by (10).
In practice, we will solve (19) based on the GMG method. Because A˜`
provides a good approximation to A` on each level `, we can expect that u˜`
provides a good approximation to u` on each level ` based on the standard
perturbation theory of solving linear systems of equations [12]. In order to
define the GMG method, we need to introduce the standard prolongation I` on
level `, which is the matrix representation of the standard inclusion operator
from V`−1 = span{ϕ`−11 , ϕ`−12 , · · · , ϕ`−1N`−1} to V` = span{ϕ`1, ϕ`2, · · · , ϕ`N`} since
V`−1 ⊂ V`, e.g., I` ∈ RN`×N`−1 such that,
(I`)ij = βij , where ϕ
`−1
j =
N∑`
i=1
βijϕ
`
i , j = 1, · · · , N`−1. (20)
Now we can define the standard V -cycle GMG method for solving (19) by the
following recursive (Algorithm 1).
We first want to point out that on the the coarsest level ` = 0, we need to
solve the linear system exactly because the size of the problem is very small
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Algorithm 1 V-cycle multigrid method for H-Matrix A˜`
u˜` = Vcycle(u˜`, A˜`, f`, `)
1: if ` = 0 then
2: u˜0 = A˜
−1
0 f0
3: else
4: u˜` = FGSsmoother(u˜`, A˜`, f`)
5: r` = f` − Hmatvec(A˜`, u˜`)
6: r`−1 = IT` r`
7: e`−1 = 0 and e`−1 = Vcycle(e`−1, H`−1, r`−1, `− 1)
8: u˜` = u˜` + I`e`−1
9: u˜` = BGSsmoother(u˜`, A˜`, f`)
10: end if
compared with the size on the finest level. This involves inverting the H-Matrix
A˜0 and can be done efficiently by Hierarchical inversion and H-Matrix LU de-
composition methods. However, in order to keep our implementation simple, we
choose a very coarse grid T0 to start with and the size of the problem is small
enough so that the computational cost can be ignored and, therefore, the H-
Matrix approach is not needed, i.e., A˜0 = A0 in our implementation. Standard
Gaussian Elimination or LU decomposition for a dense matrix is used to solve
the linear system on the coarsest grid exactly.
Secondly, Algorithm 1 uses matrix-vector multiplication based on the H-
Matrix format, i.e. the subroutine Hmatvec. Such a matrix-vector multiplication
has been widely discussed in the H-Matrix literature, for example [2]. We also
adopt the standard implementation here. We assume that matrix H is stored
using the H-Matrix format and we want to compute y = Hx. The algorithm is
presented in Algorithm 2.
Finally, we discuss the smoothers used in the GMG Algorithm 1. We use
Gauss-Seidel smoothers in our implementation. The Subroutine FGSsmoother is
the implementation of forward Gauss-Seidel method and the subroutine BGSsmoother
is the implementation of backward Gauss-Seidel method. Their implementations
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Algorithm 2 Matrix-vector multiplication in H-Matrix format
y = Hmatvec(H,x)
1: if H is full matrix then
2: y = Hx
3: end if
4: if H is low rank approximation, i.e. it is stored in factorized form H = CRT
then
5: y = C(RTx)
6: end if
7: if H is stored in 2 by 2 block form, i.e., H =
H11 H12
H21 H22
 then
8: partition x as x =
x1
x2

9: y1 = Hmatvec(H11,x1) + Hmatvec(H12,x2)
10: y2 = Hmatvec(H21,x1) + Hmatvec(H22,x2)
11: set y =
y1
y2

12: end if
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are given by Algorithm 3 and 4, respectively.
Algorithm 3 Forward Gauss-Seidel smoother in H-Matrix format
x = FGSsmoother(H, b,x)
1: r = b− Hmatvec(H,x)
2: if H is full matrix then
3: get the lower triangular part L of H
4: z = L−1r
5: x = x + z
6: end if
7: if H is stored in 2 by 2 block form, i.e., H =
H11 H12
H21 H22
 then
8: partition r as r =
r1
r2

9: z1 = FGSsmoother(H11, r1, 0)
10: r2 = r2 − Hmatvec(H21, z1)
11: z2 = FGSsmoother(H22, r2, 0)
12: set z =
z1
z2

13: x = x + z
14: end if
Note that in the Gauss-Seidel smoother algorithms, we do not consider the
case that H is a low rank approximation and is stored in factorized form H =
CRT . This is because in the Gauss-Seidel algorithm, only the diagonal entries
will be inverted and, in our H-Matrix representation for the FDEs, the diagonal
entries are definitely stored explicitly in the full matrix format. Therefore, we
consider the cases where H is stored in either full matrix format or 2 by 2 block
format, where the diagonal entries need to be accessed recursively.
Based on Algorithm 2, 3, and 4, the V-cycle multigrid Algorithm 1 is well-
defined. It is easy to check that the overall computational complexity of one
V-cycle is O(kN` logN`) where N` is the number of degrees of freedom on the
level ` and k is the upper bound of the rank used in the low rank approx-
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Algorithm 4 Backward Gauss-Seidel smoother in H-Matrix format
x = BGSsmoother(H, b,x)
1: r = b− Hmatvec(H,x)
2: if H is full matrix then
3: get the upper triangular part U of H
4: z = U−1r
5: x = x + z
6: end if
7: if H is stored in 2 by 2 block form, i.e., H =
H11 H12
H21 H22
 then
8: partition r as r =
r1
r2

9: z2 = BGSsmoother(H22, r2, 0)
10: r1 = r1 − Hmatvec(H12, z2)
11: z1 = BGSsmoother(H11, r1, 0)
12: set z =
z1
z2

13: x = x + z
14: end if
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imation for the H-Matrix. This is because the computational cost of matrix-
vector multiplication forH-Matrix isO(kN` logN`) and it is well-known that the
Gauss-Seidel method has roughly the same computational cost as the matrix-
vector multiplication. In practice, k  N` usually is a small number and does
not depends on N`. Therefore, we can say that the computational cost of V-
cycle multigrid on level ` is roughly O(N` logN`). Note that the computational
complexity for solving the linear system of equations in the H-Matrix format,
such as Hierarchical inversion and H-Matrix LU decomposition methods, is
O(k2N` log2N`) ≈ O(N` log2N`) [2]. Therefore, the GMG approach is slightly
better in terms of computational cost, especially for large-scale problems.
5. Adaptive Finite Element Method for Fractional PDEs
In this section, we discuss the adaptive finite element method (AFEM) for
solving FDEs. We follow the idea of standard AFEM, which is characterized by
the following iteration
SOLVE −→ ESTIMATE −→ MARK −→ REFINE.
Such iteration generates a sequence of discrete solutions converging to the exact
one. We want to emphasize that one of the main difficulties of applying the
AFEM to the FDEs is the SOLVE step. The AFEM iteration usually generates
non-uniform grids, which makes the resulting linear system difficult to solve by
existing fast linear solvers. This is because usually the traditional approaches
take advantage of the uniform grid and the Toeplitz structure of the resulting
stiffness matrices, which is not true for the non-uniform grid. However, in this
paper, by introducing the H-Matrix approach and GMG method, we can effi-
ciently solve the linear system obtained on the non-uniform grid and, therefore,
design an AFEM method for FDEs so that each AFEM iteration has computa-
tional complexity O(kN logN), suitable for practice applications. Next, we will
introduce the four modules in the AFEM iterations.
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5.1. SOLVE Module
As usual, the SOLVE module should take the current grid as the input and
output the corresponding finite element approximation. Note here that the
current grid in general is obtained by adaptive refinement and, therefore, it
is an unstructured grid. So, our SOLVE module will use the hierarchical matrix
representation mentioned in Section 3 to assemble the linear system of equations
stored inH-Matrix format and solve it by the GMG method discussed in Section
4. The detailed description is listed below.
Algorithm 5 SOLVE module: solve FDES using FEM
u˜` = SOLVE(T`)
1: On current grid T`, assemble the linear system of equation A˜`u˜` = f` and
stored it in H-Matrix format
2: Solve u˜` by V-cycle GMG method (Algorithm 1) directly or preconditioned
Conjugate Gradient method with V-cycle GMG as a preconditioner
Let N` denote the number of degrees of freedoms on grid T`. As discussed
in Section 3, assembling the H-Matrix on grid T` costs O(kN` logN`) opera-
tions and solving U` by the GMG method also costs O(kN` logN`) operations.
Therefore, the overall cost of the SOLVE module is O(kN` logN`) or O(N` logN`)
when k  N`.
5.2. ESTIMATE Module
Given a grid T` and finite element approximation u˜` ∈ V`, the ESTIMATE
module computes a posteriori error estimators {η`(u˜`, τ)}τ∈T` , which should
be computable on each element τ ∈ T` and indicate the true error. Such a
posteriori error estimators have been widely discussed in the AFEM literature
for second order elliptic PDEs discretized by FEM [6, 24]. There are three major
error estimators: residual based error estimator, gradient recovery based error
estimator, and objective-oriented error estimator. For FDES, to the best of our
knowledge, studies on such a posteriori error estimators are very limited. In
this work, we will adopt the gradient recovery based error estimators due to its
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simplicity and problem-independence. A more detailed investigation on such an
error estimator will be a subject of our future work. The detailed description
of the ESTIMATE module is listed below.
Algorithm 6 ESTIMATE Module: gradient recovery type a posteriori error esti-
mator
{η`(u˜`, τ)}τ∈T` = ESTIMATE(u˜`, T`)
1: Compute ∇u˜`.
2: Compute the recovery gradient Gu˜` ∈ V` = span{ϕ`1, · · · , ϕ`N`}
Gu˜` :=
N∑`
i
(Gu˜`)iϕ`i , (Gu˜`)i :=
h`i∇u˜`|[x`i−1,x`i ] + h`i+1∇u˜`|[x`i ,x`i+1]
h`i + h
`
i+1
,
where x`i are the nodes in the grid T` and h`i = x`i − x`i−1.
3: Compute the error estimator on each element τ ∈ T`
η`(u˜`, τ) := ‖∇u˜` − Gu˜`‖τ , τ ∈ T`.
It is easy to check that the computational complexity of ESTIMATE module
is O(N`) because all the computations are done locally on the elements τ and
on each element τ , the operations are finite and independent of N`.
After computing the error estimators on each element τ , the overall error
estimator η`(u˜`, T`) can be computed by
η`(u˜`, T`) :=
(∑
τ∈T`
η`(u˜`, τ)
) 1
2
,
and η`(u˜`, T`) will be used as the stopping criterion for the overall AFEM al-
gorithm. Once it is smaller than a given tolerance, the AFEM algorithm will
terminate. In general, by the triangular inequality, we have
‖∇u−∇u˜`‖ ≤ ‖∇u˜` − Gu˜`‖+ ‖∇u− Gu˜`‖ = η`(u˜`, T`) + ‖∇u− Gu˜`‖.
If the last term ‖∇u − Gu˜`‖ is a high order term (which can be shown for
second elliptic PDEs [42]) compared with η`(u˜`, T`), then we can expect that
η`(u˜`, T`) provides a good estimation of the true error ‖∇u−∇u˜`‖ and, therefore,
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guarantees the efficiency of the overall AFEM algorithm. For FDES, numerical
experiments presented below suggest that ‖∇u − Gu˜`‖ is indeed a high order
term. A more rigorous analysis on this topic will be our future work.
5.3. MARK Module
The MARK module selects elements τ ∈ T` whose local error η`(U`, τ) is rela-
tively large and needs to be refined in the refinement. This module is indepen-
dent of the model problems and we can directly use the strategies developed
for second order elliptic PDEs for FDES here. In this work, we use the so-
called Do¨flers marking strategy [24] with the detailed algorithm listed below
(Algorithm 7).
Algorithm 7 MARK Module: Do´fler’s marking strategy
M` = MARK(T`, η`(u˜`, τ), θ)
1: Choose a subset M` ⊂ T` such that
η`(u˜`,M`) ≤ θη`(u˜`, T`), (21)
where η`(u˜`,M`) :=
(∑
τ∈M` η`(u˜`, τ)
) 1
2 .
Here we require that the parameter θ ∈ (0, 1]. Obviously, the choice of M`
is not unique. In practice, in order to reduce the computational cost, we prefer
the size of the subset M` to be as small as possible. Therefore, we typically
use the greedy approach in the implementation of ESTIMATE module. We first
order the elements τ according to the error indicators η`(U`, τ) from large to
small and then pick the element τ in a greedy way so that condition (21) will
be satisfied with minimal number of the elements.
Based on the above discussion, the ordering could be done in O(N` logN`)
operations and picking the elements can be done in O(N`) operations, therefore,
the overall computational complexity of the ESTIMATE module is O(N` logN`).
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5.4. REFINE Module
The REFINE module is also problem independent. It takes the marked ele-
mentsM` and current grid Tk as inputs and outputs a refined grid T`+1, which
will be used as a new grid. In this work, because we are only considering
the 1D case, the refinement procedure is just bisection. Namely, if an element
[x`i−1, x
`
i ] ∈ T` is marked, it will be divided into two subintervals [x`i−1, x¯`i ] and
[x¯`i , x
`
i ] by the midpoint x¯
`
i = (x
`
i−1 + x
`
i)/2. The detailed algorithm is listed
below (Algorithm 8).
Algorithm 8 REFINE Module: bisection refinement
T`+1 = REFINE(T`,M`)
1: for τ ∈M` do
2: refine τ using bisection and generate two new elements.
3: end for
4: Combine all new elements and subset T`\Ml to generate the new grid T`+1.
Obviously, the computational cost of the REFINE module is at most O(N`).
5.5. AFEM Algorithm
After discussing each module, now we can summarize our AFEM algorithm
for solving FDES. We assume that an initial grid T0, a parameter θ ∈ (0, 1], and
a targeted tolerance ε are given. The AFEM algorithm is listed in Algorithm 9.
Obviously, the overall computational cost of each iteration of the AFEM
method is O(kN` logN`) or O(N` logN`) when k  N`.
6. Numerical Examples
In this section, we present some numerical experiments to demonstrate
the efficiency and robustness of the proposed H-Matrix representation, GMG
method, and AFEM algorithm for solving the FDES. All the codes are written
in MATLAB and the tests are performed on a Macbook Pro Laptop with Inter
Core i7 (3 GHz) CPU and 16G RAM.
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Algorithm 9 Adaptive Finite Element Method for Solving FDES
u˜J = AFEM(T0, θ, ε)
1: Set ` = 0
2: loop
3: u˜` = SOLVE(T`)
4: {η`(u˜`, τ)}τ∈T` = ESTIMATE(u˜`, T`)
5: if η`(u˜`, T`) ≤ ε then
6: J = ` and u˜J := u˜`.
7: return
8: end if
9: M` = MARK(T`, η`(u˜`, τ), θ)
10: T`+1 = REFINE(T`,M`)
11: ` = `+ 1
12: end loop
Example 6.1. Solving problem (1) with exact solution u(x) = 10x2(1− x2) on
[b,c]=[0,1]. The right hand side can be computed as
f(x) =− 10
2 cos(αpi/2)
{
2
Γ(3− α)
[
x2−α + (1− x)2−α]− 12
Γ(4− α)
[
x3−α + (1− x)3−α]
+
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Γ(5− α)
[
x4−α + (1− x)4−α]} .
It is easy to see that for Example 6.1, the solution u(x) is smooth. There-
fore, the adaptive method is unnecessary for this example and we mainly use
uniform grid and uniform refinement. The purpose of this example is to show
the accuracy of the H-Matrix representation, the efficiency of the GMG method,
and the overall optimal computational complexity of the proposed approach.
Figures 2 and 3 present the convergence behavior of the finite element ap-
proximations based on full matrix approach and H-Matrix representation for
different values of α. For the full matrix approach, we use a direct solver (LU
decomposition) to solve the linear system of equations (command “\” in MAT-
LAB) and, for the H-Matrix, we solve the linear system of equations iteratively
by the GMG method presented in Section 4. The stopping criterion is the
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Figure 2: Example 6.1 (α = 1.2). Convergence comparison between full matrix approach and
H-Matrix representation.
Figure 3: Example 6.1 (α = 1.5). Convergence comparison between full matrix approach and
H-Matrix representation.
relative residual to be less than 10−10. The convergence rate of absolute er-
ror and L2 error are presented. In all our experiments, we use the fact that
logE = −r logN + logC which is derived from E = CN−r, where E denotes
error, and then compute the convergence rate r by the linear polynomial fit-
ting between logE and logN . In all cases, we can see that using the H-Matrix
representation, the convergence orders are still around 2 which is optimal as
expected. Moreover, in all cases, the errors obtained by the H-Matrix represen-
tation are also comparable with the errors obtained by using the full matrix.
The results show that using the H-Matrix representation can still achieve the
optimal convergence order and the accuracy of finite element approximations is
still reliable.
As mentioned before, the advantages of using H-Matrix are not only the
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accuracy but also the fact that it significantly reduces the computational cost
compared with the full matrix, especially when the GMG method is applied. In
Table 1, the number of iterations for GMG method is shown for different mesh
size h and fractional index α. We can see that the number of iterations is quite
stable for wide ranges of parameters h and α, which demonstrates the optimal
convergence and robustness of the proposed GMG method in H-Matrix format.
Moreover, in Figure 4, we compare the CPU time of the LU decomposition for
the full matrix and the GMG method for the H-Matrix representation. We can
see that the computational cost of the GMG method behaves like O(N0.92),
which is significantly better than the computational cost of the LU decompo-
sition for full matrix (O(N2.68)). Theoretically, the GMG method based on
the H-Matrix representation costs O(N logN). Therefore, we can expect even
bigger speedup when the problem size N is increased. We want to comment
that, in Figure 4, for relative small N , LU decomposition for the full matrix
seems to be faster than the GMG method for the H-Matrix. This is because
of the different implementations of LU decomposition and the GMG methods.
For LU decomposition, Matlab build-in command “\” is used which is based on
the UMFPack package implemented in the Matlab. Our GMG method for the
H-Matrix is completely implemented in Matlab. Our Matlab implementation
actually outperforms the build-in command “\” for large size N , which is a
strong evidence of the efficiency of the GMG method for the H-Matrix.
Example 6.2. Solving model problem (1) with f(x) = −(1 + sin(x)).
The second example we consider here does not have exact solution. However,
due to the property of the FDES, we expect the solution to have singularities
near the boundaries, which leads to degenerated convergence rate in the errors
of finite element approximations on uniform grids. This is confirmed by the
numerical results as shown in Figure 5. The convergence rates of the L2 errors
for both full matrix and H-Matrix approaches are about 1.2, which reflects the
singularity of the solution and the necessity for the AFEM method. These
comparisons show that the AFEM algorithm can achieve better accuracy with
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Table 1: Example 6.1: number of iterations of GMG method (stopping criterion: relative
residual less than or equal to 10−10)
h = 1/256 h = 1/512 h = 1/1024 h = 1/2048 h = 1/4095
α = 1.1 9 9 9 9 9
α = 1.3 10 10 10 10 11
α = 1.5 11 11 11 12 12
α = 1.7 12 12 12 12 13
α = 1.9 13 13 13 13 14
Figure 4: Example 6.1 (α = 1.5) CPU time comparison between full matrix (LU decomposi-
tion) and the H-Matrix (multigrid)
less computational cost, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the AFEM
algorithm for FDES.
Next we apply the AFEM algorithm (Algorithm 9) to solve Example 6.2. The
results are shown in Figures 6 and 7. We can see that, using the AFEM method,
the optimal convergence rates of both L2 error and L∞ have been recovered for
both α = 1.3 and α = 1.5. This demonstrates the effectiveness and robustness
of the our AFEM methods. In Figure 8, we plot the numerical solutions on
adaptive meshes for both α = 1.3 and α = 1.5. The adaptive refinement
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Figure 5: Example 6.2 (α = 1.2): Convergence rate comparison between full matrix and
H-Matrix representation on uniform grids.
near the boundary points demonstrates that our error estimates captures the
singularities well and overall robustness of our AFEM algorithm.
Figure 6: Example 6.2: Convergence rate of L2 errors comparison between FEM on uniform
grid and AFEM (Left: α = 1.3; Right: α = 1.5).
As mentioned in Section 5, one distinct feature of our proposed AFEM
method is that in the SOLVE module, theH-Matrix representation and the multi-
grid method are used, hence providing nearly optimal computational complexity
O(N logN). In Figure 9, we show the CPU time of the GMG method for the
H-Matrix used in the SOLVE module for different fractional orders. We can see
that, for all cases, the computational complexity is optimal, which confirms our
expectation.
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Figure 7: Example 6.2: Convergence rate of L∞ errors comparison between FEM on uniform
grid and AFEM (Left: α = 1.3; Right: α = 1.5).
Figure 8: Example 6.2: Numerical solutions on adaptive meshes (Left: α = 1.3; Right:
α = 1.5).
Next we compare the computational costs of FEM on uniform grids and
AFEM. The results are shown in Table 2. Here “DoFs” means the degrees of
freedom. For AFEM, we start the adaptive refinement from a coarse grid of size
32. For AFEM, “Total DoFs” means the sum of the DoFs of all the adaptive
grids starting from the coarse grid to current adaptive grid and “Total Time”
means the total CPU time of the whole AFEM algorithm while “Time” means
the CPU time of solving the FDES on the current adaptive grid. For FEM on
a uniform grid of size 16, 383, the L2 error is 1.89 × 10−6 and the CPU time
is about 49.31 seconds. However, if we use AFEM, solving the problem on
an adaptive grid of size 1, 059 leads to accuracy 7.07 × 10−7 in the L2 norm.
This means that the AFEM achieves about 2.7 times better results using a 15.5
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Figure 9: Example 6.2: CPU time of GMG method forH-Matrix on nonuniform grid (different
fractional index α)
times smaller grid. Even the total DoFs, which is 6, 382, is about 2.6 times
smaller than the size of the uniform grid. The speed up is about 18.3 if we only
consider the final adaptive grid and is about 3.2 if we consider the whole AFEM
procedure.
Table 2: Example 6.2 (α = 1.5): Computational cost comparison between FEM on uniform
grids and AFEM. (The time unit is second)
Uniform Adaptive
L2 error DoFs Time L2 error DoFs Time Total DoFs Total Time
5.84× 10−5 1, 023 3.55 3.40× 10−5 116 0.28 490 1.03
1.30× 10−5 4, 095 13.57 9.86× 10−6 272 0.59 1, 312 2.82
1.89× 10−6 16, 383 49.31 7.07× 10−7 1, 059 2.70 6, 382 15.52
In Figure 10, we report the breakdown of computational cost of the AFEM
on the finest adaptive grid. As we can see, the SOLVE module (Assembling and
H-Matrix & MG Solve) dominates the whole AFEM algorithm. The computa-
tional cost of the other three modules, ESTIMATE module (Estimate Error), MARK
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Figure 10: Example 6.2 (α = 1.5): Breakdown of CPU time of AFEM
module (Mark), and REFINE module (Adaptive Refine), are roughly the same
and could be ignored compared with the SOLVE module. This is mainly because
our experiments are in 1D in the current paper. We can expect those three mod-
ules to become more and more time consuming in 2D and 3D cases. However,
the SOLVE module should still be the dominant module in terms of computa-
tional cost and that is why we introduce the H-Matrix and the GMG method
together to make sure that we achieve optimal computational complexity.
Example 6.3. We consider the following fractional boundary value problem
with endpoint singularities
− (κ1 RL0Dαx + κ2 RLxDα1 )u(x) = 1 + sin(x), x ∈ (0, 1), (22)
u(0) = 0, u(1) = 0. (23)
If we choose κ1 = κ2 =
1
2 cos(αpi/2) , Example 6.3 is the same as Example
6.2. The previous numerical results are moderately good due to the symmetry
of the Riesz fractional operator, which leads to the partial cancellation of the
singularity of the solution. In this example, we investigate further the singular-
ities induced by the fractional operators by choosing κ1/κ2 sufficiently large (or
small) which leads to stronger singularity at the left (or right) endpoint. More
precisely, we fix α = 1.5 and choose two sets of κ1 and κ2, i.e. κ1 =
1
2 cos(αpi/2)
and κ2 = 0, κ1 =
1
2 cos(αpi/2) and κ2 =
0.1
2 cos(αpi/2) .
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Figure 11: Example 6.3: L2 errors versus number of degrees-of-freedom and the comparison
between FEM on uniform grid and AFEM (Left: κ1 =
1
2 cos(αpi/2)
and κ2 = 0; Right: κ1 =
1
2 cos(αpi/2)
and κ2 =
0.1
2 cos(αpi/2)
).
Figure 12: Example 6.3: L∞ errors versus number of degrees-of-freedom and the comparison
between FEM on uniform grid and AFEM (Left: κ1 =
1
2 cos(αpi/2)
and κ2 = 0; Right: κ1 =
1
2 cos(αpi/2)
and κ2 =
0.1
2 cos(αpi/2)
).
Figures 11 and 12 show the L2 and L∞ errors of FEM on uniform grid and
adaptive grids. We can see that FEM on uniform grid suffers severe convergence
degradation for both cases while AFEM recovers that the optimal convergence
rate. In Figure 13, we plot the numerical solution on adaptive meshes to show
the refined grid at the left end point because in both cases κ1  κ2. This
demonstrates the efficiency of our error estimator and adaptive algorithm.
Example 6.4. We consider the following fractional boundary value problem
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Figure 13: Example 6.2: Numerical solutions on adaptive meshes (Left: κ1 =
1
2 cos(αpi/2)
and
κ2 = 0; Right: κ1 =
1
2 cos(αpi/2)
and κ2 =
0.1
2 cos(αpi/2)
).
with nonhomogeneous boundary conditions and low order term.
Dαxu(x)− λ2u = −(1 + sin(x)), x ∈ (0, 1), (24)
u(0) = 0, u(1) = 1. (25)
We use this example to demonstrate that our approach can be easily gen-
eralized to handle nonhomogeneous boundary conditions as well as a low order
term. In this numerical experiment, we choose α = 1.5 and λ = 0.5.
Figure 14: Example 6.4: Convergence rate of L2 error (left) and L∞ error (right) comparisons
between FEM on uniform grid and AFEM (α = 1.5).
From Figure 14, we can see that, on the uniform mesh, the convergence rates
of both L2 and L∞ errors are not optimal. However, using the AFEM method,
the optimal convergence rates of both L2 and L∞ errors have been recovered,
which demonstrates the effectiveness and robustness of the our AFEM methods.
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Figure 15: Example 6.4: Numerical solution on adaptive mesh (α = 1.5).
We plot the numerical solutions on the adaptive mesh in Figure 15 and we can
clearly see the adaptive refinement near the boundaries which demonstrates that
our error estimates captures the singularities well, hence pointing to the overall
robustness of our AFEM algorithm.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an adaptive FEM (AFEM) method for a frac-
tional differential equation with Riesz derivative, targeting in particular non-
smooth solutions that they may arise even in the presence of smooth right-
hand-sides in the equation. To this end, uniform grids result in suboptimal
and in fact sub-linear convergence rate, while the AFEM yields optimal second-
order accuracy. The demonstrated efficiency of the method is based on com-
bining two effective ideas, which act synergistically. First, we approximated
the singular kernel in the fractional derivative using an H-matrix representa-
tion, and second, we employed a geometric multigrid method with linear overall
computational complexity. In the current paper, we developed these ideas for
the one-dimensional case but the greater challenge is to consider higher dimen-
sions, where adaptive refinement has to resolve both solution singularities and
geometric singularities around the boundaries.
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